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MARKET BENDS BUT DOESN’T BREAK...YET



The market showed some 
flexibility on Friday, nevertheless, 
for the week the Dow fell 1.23% 
while small cap stocks fell 1.35%. 
The breadth of the market was poor and the only 
sector to make money last week was Consumer Goods. 
Hardest hit were Basic Materials, Financials and 
Utilities. 

Since the peak in November, the Dow is down 10% 
and the Russell 2000 is down 18%. Even more 
disconcerting, over half of the stocks larger than $1 
billion in size are down over 20% from their yearly high. 
It seems we are looking over the edge of a hole and 
trying to figure out how deep it really is. Let’s drop a 
rock and listen for the splash. 

In 2009 we saw the market hit a low when the S&P 500 
Price/Earnings ratio fell to about 11 times earnings. 
We are currently running at about 16.5, so prices would 
have to drop by a third to get to that level. We also saw 
the S&P 500 get down to a Price to Book value of 1.5. 
It is at 2.5 right now and prices would have to drop a 
lot to get that low. This might look scary but we need 
to remember, in the last 20 years, the S&P 500 had 
annualized returns of over 8%, the P/E averaged 19.6 
and the P/B was 3. 

Valuation measures are always imprecise when 
trying to determine the timing of market moves. 
That is why they don’t play much of a role in our 
weekly assessment of risk. We have discovered the 
best indicators fall roughly into the following areas: 
Economic, Monetary, and Technical. 

Money continues to move out of equity funds and folks 
are lining up around the block to buy gold. Fear is in 
the air and this is encouraging, but we haven’t yet seen 
investor capitulation. We are still advising a degree of 
caution. We remain hopeful as we believe this pullback 

in prices should provide great buying opportunities 
in future months. Until then, we will maintain modest 
equity levels. 

Unlike stocks, bonds had another good week. Long 
term treasury bonds gained 1.9% and are now up 
8.5% for the year. The 10-year U.S. Treasury note yield 
is at 1.74 percent while the record low we saw back 
on 2012 was 1.4 percent. Not that far from here. All 
other sectors of the bond market, except for High Yield 
bonds, advanced. High Yield bonds are now down 4.6% 
this year. This is in keeping with our economic outlook. 

Janet Yellen expressed her conundrum to Congress 
this week. She said, “Financial conditions in the U.S. 
have recently become less supportive of growth. This 
could weigh on the outlook for economic activity.” 
Certainly, our research has pointed to growing 
weakness in manufacturing and exports. The drop in 
industrial production and the recent jump in our trade 
deficit are ample proof. More important than any of 
those areas, will be whether the U.S. consumer can 
keep us afloat. 

Let’s face it, if negative interest rates were the 
answer, then we wouldn’t have seen the Japanese yen 
strengthen more than 5% in the past two weeks, nor 
would we have seen European equities sink 14% so 
far this year – if anything, negative interest rates are 
being viewed as desperation and doing the opposite of 
instilling confidence.

WEEK IN REVIEW

5 Key Retirement Decisions Webinar
How to Avoid Making Common Mistakes
Thursday, February 25th at 11:00am

Click here to Register

https://cc.callinfo.com/cc/s/registrations/new?cid=1qszq15j83ozn


It looked on Thursday like the major U.S. stock indexes 
were on the verge of closing below their January lows. 
A Thursday afternoon rebound, however, followed by 
a 2% gain on Friday kept those support levels intact. 
The chart below shows the Dow Industrials gaining 
more than 300 points on Friday. That kept it above its 
January intra-day low.

Dow Jones Industrial Average

The S&P 500 also ending the week on an up note 
after holding support at its January low as well. Their 
may be some good news there. That doesn’t mean 
the market is out of danger. But it may be putting in 
at least a short-term bottom. Stocks were helped by 
a big rebound in the price of oil. In addition, energy 
stocks have reached a potential support zone which 
may stabilize that important sector.

S&P 500
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Oil
Below is what I penned in our January 18th report:

“The monthly chart below shows how bad the decline 
for crude has been and where it appears headed. The 
recent decline pushed WTIC Light Crude Oil below its 
early 2009 low near $33 which represented a major 
breakdown. Crude fell briefly below $27.00 in last week 
which puts it at the lowest level since 2003. There’s a 
small shelf of potential support formed during 2003 
near $25. Next potential support below that is near 
$17.”

January 18 report chart:

So far, the price has moved in a way that reflects the 
price support level of approximately $25.  The resistance 
level that needs to be broken and tested is $33-34 for 
crude.  Also, the inventory data is still bearish.  The chart 
below indicates the support and resistance levels.

Oil is Oversold…
Crude oil experienced its biggest one-day gain in 
several years on Friday. That was due to talk about the 
possibility of OPEC production cuts. From a technical 
standpoint, crude is also in a very oversold condition. 

The chart below shows WTIC Light Crude Oil sliding to 
within one dollar of a support zone that we described 
in our previous reports at $25 which was formed by its 
early 2003 reaction low. In addition, the price has dipped 
into technically oversold territory represented by the 
blue band (two-standard deviations from the mean). 
This is the 7th dip in oversold territory since August 
2015, and a bounce off these levels have been the norm 
in a bearish trend.  

More on Oil…
The latest rumor is a looming coordinated oil production 
cut, but we have heard similar false dawns before 
(though just how long can the Saudis tolerate an 
annualized 8% plunge in economic activity.  On top of 
that, cuts in U.S. production are upon us.)

Of course everyone is wondering why things are so up-
and-down because in the past lower oil prices were good 
on net for the global economy.  The dive from $100 per 
barrel to $60 in this cycle was benign since this move 
cut into meat.  However, the slide slide to below $30 
per barrel has cut into bone because global break-even 
levels are estimated to be around $60; but at $30 level 
over 90% of new world crude output is not economical.

The last leg of the energy bear market has morphed 
into one giant credit event, and at these levels, layoffs 
in the field turn into job losses at the head office in 
the oil patch. Banks are forced to take on more loan 
loss reserves and given the massive exposure to the 
High-Yield bond market where energy comprised 20% 
of outstanding debt at the peak, the wave of default 
and spillover to other sectors including suppliers to the 
industry and the financials space, has serious near-term 
repercussions.

Once we find visibility in the oil price and specifically an 
end to the bear phase, a lot of very good opportunities 
will present themselves.

By the way, beyond oil prices it would be encouraging to 
see confirmation in the Small Cap stocks, the Financials, 
the yield curve (steeper) and tighter credit spreads.

OIL



The daily bars in the chart below show the 10-Year 
Treasury Yield ($TNX) gapping higher on Friday 
after gapping down on Thursday. Chart readers will 
recognize that as an “island reversal” bottom. [An 
island reversal is named because Thursday’s price bar 
is surrounded by empty space left by two price gaps 
on either side]. That usually signals at least a short-
term change in direction. 

The chart of the 10-Year US Treasury Yield below 
shows that Friday’s jump in the TNX put it back above 
the low formed at the start of last February (after 
hitting a three-year low on Thursday). The bounce in 
bond yields was influenced by a rebound in oil and a 
stronger retail report. That may provide support to 
the stock market if the bounce in yields siphons some 
money out of Treasury bonds.

The Bond/Stock Ratio is Overbought
The chart plots a relative strength ratio of the 
20+year T-Bond iShares (TLT) divided by the S&P 
500. The rising ratio this year reflects a dramatic 
rotation out of stocks and into Treasury bonds. The 
14-day RSI line, however, shows that the ratio has 
reached overbought territory. In other words, it’s 
been stretched too far. Although the ratio is still in an 
uptrend, any retracement of 2016 gains could lend 
some much needed support to stocks.

10-YEAR BOND YIELD SURGES ON FRIDAY



The Sector Relative Rotation Model shows what sectors of the S&P 500 are strengthening and what 
sectors are weakening relative to the index. In other words, what is driving returns versus detracting from 
them.

The chart below (updated through February 12, 2016) indicates relative strength (relative to the S&P 500 
Index).  Consumer Staples, Healthcare and Utilities are leading relative to the S&P 500. Energy, Financial, 
Materials and Small Cap stocks have lagged. Technology, Consumer Discretion and Industrials indicate 
weakening in the model.  Keep in mind while this model is helpful to analyze sector strength in the S&P 
500, it is one tool and should be used with a comprehensive investment discipline. 

 

 

Note: There are four quadrants on the chart:

• Leading (Green) – strong relative strength and strong momentum

• Weakening (Yellow) – strong relative strength but weakening momentum

• Lagging (Red) – weak relative strength and weak momentum

• Improving (Blue) – weak relative strength but improving moment

SECTOR RELATIVE ROTATION MODEL

Sector Relative Rotation Model



REMINDER

5 Key Retirement Decisions Webinar
How to Avoid Making Common Mistakes
Thursday, February 25th at 11:00am

Click here to Register

We have added new articles on our website discussing 2016 Key Dates for Retirees, Key Financial and Tax 

Planning Numbers as well as Self-Directed IRAs-Avoiding the Tax Landmines. 

We encourage you to visit our Retirement Toolbox which encompasses the following topics:
• Retirement and Cashflow Planning
• Future Work and Consulting
• Investments/Rollovers
• Income Tax

• Insurance and Benefits 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at luke@stawealth.com. Have a great week!

Luke Patterson 
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Disclaimer:

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees 
of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including 
the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by STA Wealth Management, LLC), or any non-investment 
related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical 
performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing 
market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should 
not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized 
investment advice from STA Wealth Management, LLC. Please remember to contact STA Wealth Management, LLC, in writing, if there are 
any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous 
recommendations and/or services. STA Wealth Management, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion 
of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the STA Wealth Management, LLC’s current written 
disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request.
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